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APK Downloader Apps Personalization Rotation Office Pro 3.3.5 3.3.5 / April 20, 2020 cloud_download Download APK File (2.7M) $2.99 Description can force a particular rotation on applications with fixed screen orientation. A simple design with features that are easy to understand and use. ------------------------ Recommended for people
who: - Want to use your smartphone home screen in landscapemode - Want to use landscape game mode or video apps in portraitmode - Want to always use their tablet in landscape mode - Want to redirect between fixed orientations with a single click through the status bar------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Notification settings Control the rotation of the screen easily from the notification bar. The app's rotation settings can set up different rotations for each app. Turns to a given screen orientation when the app is launched. Returns to the original screening when the
application is closed. Special case settings are used when chargers or headphones are connected and the toyour pre-installed screen orientation rotates. Returns to the original screening orientation when they are removed. You can check the work and operations of this app with a free trial. Please check thefunctions and free trial
operations before you buy. Automatic : the screen rotates on the basis of the sensor. Landscape : the screen is attached to a horizontal orientation. Landscape (Reverse) : the screen is fixed horizontal upside down. Landscape (Auto) : automatically turns to horizontal orientation based on the sensor. Portrait: The screen is fixed to prevent
orientation. Portrait : the screen is turned upside down. Portrait : rotates automatically to prevent sensor-based orientation. Some areas of development may not meet the specifications of the device. This is not a problem with the app. This app uses the availability of the service. This is used to detect when the app is running or closed, and
allows you to change the rotational actions for each app. This information is not stored or transmitted. 【For OPPO users】 This app is to run the service in the background to determine which app started. OPPO devices require special settings to run application services in the background because of their unique specifications. (If you
don't, services running in the background will be terminated immediately and the app won't work properly.) Pleasedrag is an app a little down from the recent history of apps and lockit. If you don't know Set, please look for an OPPO tasklock. App Information Rotation Control Pro App Rotation Name Pro Package Title
jp.snowlife01.android.rotationcontrolpro Updated April 20, 2020 File Size 2.7M Required Android Android 4.1 and Up Version 3.3.5 3.3.5 HDM Dev Team Sets 100,000 Price $2.99 Category Personalization Developer Google Play Link Google Play Link Turn Control Pro Version Pro Version Choice Rotation Control Pro Version :
Publication Date: 2018/10/21 Required Android: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API: 16) Verified on: Android 8.1 (Oreo, API: 27) File Sha1: af83007759eb49c6e0f103ebc21badb17d945481 APK Signature: 1da8c0035ddc09ae2e2d1981d4de8997d4b3862bcb cloud_download Rotation Control Pro 2.0.2 APK (1.9 MB) Screenshot Pro - Fast
Capture 4.1.6 APK High-Speed Screenshot Photography, optimal for successive captua. The screen capture app is optimized for taking consecutive screenshots and capturing a few moments in quick succession from playing videos to YouTube, etc. You can check the work and operations of this app with a free trial. Please check
thefunctions and free trial operations before you buy. Cut status bar area Automatically reduce bararea status. Cut the navigation panel area to automatically cut off the navigationbar area. Occupy Animation Animation Animation ON/OFF. Overlayshutter Button Convenient and Mobile Shutter Overlay Button. You can take a screenshot
and check the screenshot from here. Show preview after the screenshot, the miniature version is displayed on the screen. This feature is very convenient for people who regularly take screenshots. Create a shortcut you canalso create a shortcut to access the shutter button with a single button. Save the location of the changing save
folder. Cloud loads It is automatically to upload a copy of the new screenshot to the cloud. The last screenshot reveals the last screenshot. Memory Release Plus 1.2.0 APK Essential app to keep your device usecomfortable! Memory Release Plus has been shown by many mediaoutlets. App' ' Android Headlines AndroidTapp.com - Easy
to use high-performance, fast processing speed! - Optimize instantly by simply pressing the home button. → Scroll smooth work on your device.- The amount of free memory displayed on the state rack.- Implement the fastest processing speeds, eliminating the process. Release Speed- Want an app with fast processing speed- Want an
app that runs with the touch of a button- Want an app without Want an app for good battery life- Want to display the amount of free memoryDisplay free memoryIn sleep mode, operations operations suspended, so that no battery poweris is consumed. Fast optimizer 2.1.0 APK Cache clear function only works on less than Android6.0.
Memorable support and a cache-cleaning app! (1) Releases memory, snousing the application's start-up processes and background expectations. (2) Clears all the caches. Just a tap of the app icon to instantly clean up and release your memory. There is no functionality to display cache on the app or remote file size. This app hasomitted
features that take a few seconds (3 seconds) to process, to achieve fast grade processing. This optimization app is recommended for those who focus on speed. This app is completely free and without any troublesomeadvertisements. Mandatory app for easy smartphone service. When memory is released- it improves processing speed.
The batteries are longer. - Releases memory compressed by unnecessary filaines. Recommended for those who want: - App with high memory speed - app with fast processing speed - No problem - app that works with a single tap - App with noadvertisements - non-resident application for memory release (taskkiller)/Clear cache - No
need to install apps to exclude (app tends to be extremely easy to use, eliminating settings.) How to use this app: (1) Install app. (2) Click on the app icon. (3) The smartphone is updated after the memory is released and the cache is cleared. (4) The app automatically ends completely. (No need to install) Pro 3.3.5 APK rotation control can
cause some rotation on fixed-screening applications. A simple design with features that are easy to understand and use. ------------------------ Recommended for people who: - Want to use your smartphone home screen in landscapemode - Want to use landscape game mode or video apps in portraitmode - Want to always use their tablet in
landscape mode - Want to redirect between fixed orientations with a single click through the status bar--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Notification settings Control the rotation of the screen easily from the notification bar. The app's
rotation settings can set up different rotations for each app. Turns to a given screen orientation when the app is launched. Returns to the original screening when the application is closed. Special case settings are used when chargers or headphones are connected and the toyour pre-installed screen orientation rotates. Returns to the
original screening You can check the work and operations of this app with a free trial. Please check thefunctions and free trial operations before you buy. Automatic : the screen rotates on the basis of the sensor. Landscape : the screen is attached to a horizontal orientation. Landscape Landscape : The screen is fixed horizontally upside
down. Landscape (Auto) : automatically turns to horizontal orientation based on the sensor. Portrait: The screen is fixed to prevent orientation. Portrait : the screen is turned upside down. Portrait : rotates automatically to prevent sensor-based orientation. Some areas of development may not meet the specifications of the device. This is
not a problem with the app. This app uses the availability of the service. This is used to detect when the app is running or closed, and allows you to change the rotational actions for each app. This information is not stored or transmitted. 【For OPPO users】 This app is to run the service in the background to determine which app started.
OPPO devices require special settings to run application services in the background because of their unique specifications. (If you don't, services running in the background will be terminated immediately and the app won't work properly.) Pleasedrag is an app a little down from the recent history of apps and lockit. If you don't know how to
install, please look for an OPPO tasklock. Controlling the rotation of 3.3.5 APK can lead to a certain rotation in fixed-screen applications. A simple design with features that are easy to understand and use. ------------------------ Recommended for people who: - Want to use your smartphone home screen in landscapemode - Want to use
landscape game mode or video apps in portraitmode - Want to always use their tablet in landscape mode - Want to redirect between fixed orientations with a single click through the status bar--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Notification
settings Control the rotation of the screen easily from the notification bar. The app's rotation settings can set up different rotations for each app. Turns to a given screen orientation when the app is launched. Returns to the original screening when the application is closed. Special case settings are used when chargers or headphones are
connected and the toyour pre-installed screen orientation rotates. Returns to the original screening orientation when they are removed. Unlike the pro version of Thisis is a free version that allows you to check the app and its operation. It expires two days after installation. Pro version Automatic: The screen rotates based on the sensor.
Landscape : the screen is attached to a horizontal orientation. Landscape (Reverse) : the screen is fixed horizontal upwards Landscape (Auto) : automatically turns to horizontal orientation based on the sensor. Portrait: The screen is fixed to prevent orientation. Portrait : the screen is turned upside down. Portrait (Auto) : rotates rotates to
prevent sensor-based orientation. Some areas of development may not meet the specifications of the device. This is not a problem with the app. This app uses the availability of the service. This is used to detect when the app is running or closed, and allows you to change the rotational actions for each app. This information is not stored
or transmitted. 【For OPPO users】 This app is to run the service in the background to determine which app started. OPPO devices require special settings to run application services in the background because of their unique specifications. (If you don't, services running in the background will be terminated immediately and the app won't
work properly.) Pleasedrag is an app a little down from the recent history of apps and lockit. If you don't know how to install, please look for an OPPO tasklock. Screenshot - A quick capture of 4.1.6 APK High-speed screenshot photos, optimal for consecutivecaptures. The screen capture app is optimized for taking consecutive
screenshots and capturing a few moments in quick succession from playing videos to YouTube, etc. This is a free version that lets you check the app's operations and features. It will be 2 days after installation. Pro version Cut off the status bar area to automatically cut off the bararea state. Cut off the navigation bar area to automatically
cut off the navigationbar area. Occupy Animation Animation Animation ON/OFF. The Overlayshutter button is a convenient and mobile overlay shutter button. You can take a screenshot and check the screenshot from here. Show preview after the screenshot, the miniature version is displayed on the screen. This feature is very convenient
for people who regularly take screenshots. Create a shortcut you canalso create a shortcut to access the shutter button with a single button. Save the location of the changing save folder. Cloud loads It is automatically to upload a copy of the new screenshot to the cloud. The last screenshot reveals the last screenshot. Clipboard Pro 2.3.8
APK is designed to be practical and easy to use. A handy clipboard app with an overlay display. Automatically record all copied text. You can record the content and URL of articles you care about, copy the name of the product, etc. and search the web later. Because it has It's useful for shopping in and out. Can be fast anywhere - Easy
buckup memos - Easy to use you can check the features and operations of this app with a free trial. Please check the features and operations by trial before you buy. The overlay display can be displayed in the top layer of other apps. The floating button can be quickly opened anywhere by a rolling floating button. A quick searchSearch
for the word when copying. Import/Export is an easy backup memo. Auto delete automatically delete items in ClipBoard after time. This app uses an accessibility service. On Android 10devices, it is used to detect that a copy of the operation on the clipboard has been performed. It is used to recognize the selected input field and
automatically insert the clip. This information is not stored or transmitted. Clipboard 2.3.8 APK is designed for practicality and ease of use. A handy clipboard app with an overlay display. Automatically record all copied text. You can record the content and URL of articles you care about, copy the name of the product, etc. and search the
web later. Because it has memofunction, it is useful for shopping in and out. Overlay display features can be displayed in the top layer of other apps. Auto paste Recognize that the entrance box is selected and insert clip automatically. The floating button can be quickly opened somewhere with a rolling floating button. A quick search for a
word while copying. Import/Export Easy Backup Memos. The car automatically removes items to ClipBoard after receiving time. This app uses an accessibility service. On Android 10devices, it is used to detect that a copy of the operation on the clipboard has been performed. It is used to recognize the selected input field and
automatically insert the clip. This information is not stored or transmitted. Shared. ultimate rotation control pro full apk
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